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THE DEBATE BETWEEN BOHR AND EINSTEIN

Unità 22 La meccanica quantistica

One of the most important debates in the history of physics 
was undoubtedly the one involving Niels Bohr (1885-1962) 
and Albert Einstein (1879-1955), two of the most important 
physicists of the twentieth century and both winners of the 
Nobel Prize for physics.

The object the controversy was the uncertainty principle, 
formulated in 1927 by Werner Heisenberg (1901-1976). 
Einstein could not accept impossibility of simultaneously 
measuring position and momentum of a microscopic object 
with absolute precision. Einstein felt strongly that reality 
could not be just the result of a game of chance: so much so 
that he asked his colleagues whether they really believed that 
God took recourse to playing dice.

Bohr for his part was convinced of the validity of quantum 
theory and replied blow for blow to thought experiments that 
Einstein presented to him every morning at breakfast during 
the Solvay Conference in Brussels in 1927. On one of these 

mornings, Einstein was able to really shake the convictions 
not only of Bohr, but of all the participants in the conference; 
but again, with extreme effort, Bohr was able to dismantle 
Einstein’s arguments and did so, ironically, using the very 
theory of relativity devised by Einstein himself.

So Einstein was wrong: the physical reality surrounding 
us is not always describable with absolute certainty.

The two remained united by a deep intellectual bond for 
all their lives. So much so that, when Bohr died in 1962, on 
his blackboard there was still the illustration of the thought 
experiment designed by his friend Einstein.

Can you explain why the Heisenberg uncertainty prin-
ciple is only relevant for microscopic objects such as 
particles, whilst the reality visible to our eyes is well de-
scribed by the laws of classical physics?

True or false?
a. Einstein agreed with Heisenberg’s uncertainty 

principle.
b. Einstein and Bohr fell out after arguing at the 

Solvay Conference.
c. The position and momentum of a sub-

atomic particle can never both be known with 
absolute precision.

d. Bohr used the theory of relativity to support 
quantum theory.
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Complete with:
God • uncertainty • Solvay • precision • Bohr • simultaneously • 
thought • dice • chance • momentum • dismantle • believed • 
relativity • quantum • Einstein
Einstein could not accept Heisenberg’s ___________ prin-
ciple: the impossibility of ____________ measuring posi-
tion and ______________ of a microscopic object with 
absolute ___________. He felt strongly that reality could 
not be just the result of a game of_______: so much so 
that he asked his colleagues whether they really ________ 
that _______ took recourse to playing ________. Bohr  
for his part was convinced of the validity of ________ 
theory and replied blow for blow to ______ experimen-
ts that ________ presented to him every morning at brea-
kfast during the ________ Conference in Brussels in 1927. 
One morning, ________ was able to really shake the con-
victions of all the participants in the conference; but Bohr 
was able to ________ Einstein’s arguments and did so, 
ironically, using the very theory of ________ devised by 
Einstein himself.
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